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.Candidates Anllounced For
Upcoming Student Elections
by GARY TAPHORN
Junior Dan Costello and
sophomore Tom Zeno are
campaigning against junior Tom
Aust and sophomore Jerry D.eer for
the posts of Student Body
President and Vice-President in
student elections on Thursday and
Friday, March 23-24. Costello and
Zeno are running on a platform
which calla for more fluidi~ in the
core · curriculum, increased
involvement of commuters in
student activities, and movement
toward autonomy within the

Schmidt.
The most competitive race is for
membership in the Student
Senate, in which 20 candidates are
vying foreightaeats. The Student
Senate candidates are as follows:

·program for students under 'the
core curriculum often exceeds the
·requirements· set forth for
admission to many graduate
schools. He added that the
function of Xavier is to produce
"the educated man," not provide
"vocational training." If elected,
Costello and Zeno want to involve
: Student Government more in the
academic area and leas in what
Costello termed as the "trivia"
11r. Riebard E. w..ih
traditionally llBBOCiated with
Student Government.
----------~~---"!"".-~---~--~--...,--;_.--

Mark Armb~ater, Ka~y Blan~,
Bob Brady• Jun Cond1t, Denms
Corrigan, Greg Evert, Matthew
Hartigan, TomJames,RichKane,
John Lechleiter, Jim Lindhorst,
Jim Moroney, John O'Brien,
Robert Ryan, Charles Russell.
Saracini,··
TomSmith,
Schmatz,
dormitories. Auat, a former Rocco
Kevin Smith,
Marty
and · In the general area of academic, .
student senator, and Deer . are WayJie Wiesedale. ·
Costello and Zeno also propose the
.
running on what they term an
institution of an Honors Progrlftn
c·i
"apathyticket"inwhichtheywill,
Coa~llo and Ze~o, whe~ for students who want to accept
e
..
if elected, disband Student queat1onefl concem1ng the1r . the additional academic
by TOM SCHEVE
·
Government ·and conduct all platform,p~pointeda~demicaas challenge, but who are not
Rev. JohD N. Felten, S.J., Dean the two creates an inherent
· student activities thro.ugh the area wh1ch they vtew as the ·specifically interested in the
of
the College of Arts and Sciences, communications pJOblem. He said,
autonomous committees.
· moat ~cial. C~ate~ comm~ted classical languages. They also
has
offend a plan to restructure though, that he baa no definite
1
18
· Costello is a former student ·that somethmg
defin tely advocatetheexpansionoftheFine
Academic
Council that has been plan for revision of Academic
senator who has served on ~in th~inte~ectualc7'z"te". Arts Department to permit the
preaented
informally ~ Rev. Council, but in pneral would like
1
1
numerous universi~ committees, ofXavter °.n versf ty.He~. eno acquisition of a degree and an
Robert
W.
Mulligan,
S.J., Provost. to see it become more
1
· lud'mg the. F acu...,
I.., E valua tion ..are
ca lin
ng or a chmore
me
terdisci
to increase in the present size of the The function of Academic Council comprehensive. ·
Committee, of which he was mead • P aryd• thappl~ run a Sociology Department.
is to formulate policies concerning
Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones; Dean
.
d th C
'tte
a ennca an , m e o._
,
cha,uman,
~
e 0~1 on gradual . breakdown of strict
They are in favor of increasing the undeqrraduate instructional of the College of Business
Arts and Sciences. Zeno 18 now a academic departments." They · student input concerning the program of the university, while a Administration, apreased the
aecon~-term student senator who hope to· allow students more faculw. They believe thatatudent- separate Graduate Council deals feelingthatAcademicCouncil was
w~ ~ ch~rge of freshmen electives so that the students can faculty committees within each with matters relating to · the not exerting the influence that it
?Dentation thJS past summer and develop broadly-based areas of department should advise in the· Graduate School. Felten said the should, but said he was not .
JSalsoamemberoftheGeneraiFee study including several hiringofnew.facul~membersand purpoae of this plan was to achieve thinking of any restructuring of
Task Force.
departments instead of one.
th~~- ,~'- ~a~~~., .... ~:~.~~u_l!_tion~ "a neater organizational chart." Academic Council•. As tq, ~Y
it~ said 'tiiiat tiieie "is nO\IV no one communications pJOblem between·
In other elections, Sean Hill and
Costell_o stated ·that the required
· (Continued on page 3)
Tom Mascari are running
council that deals with everything the two councils, Hailstones said
uncontested for President and
academic ... (and) if the linea of thathecouldn't"recallanyileriou8
· Vice-PresidentoftheSeniorClaaa.
authority are more clearly drawn confliCt and (doesn't) know• why
There are no candidates·for senior
you luive fewer problems."
there should be any."
'·
class repreSentatives (each cl888 is
Dr. Harold L. Bryant Chairman
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, Dea'n of
allotted 'two representatives). Jim
of the Faculty Committee, has also the. Graduate School and
by JACK PETRE
Doyle and Jim Wetmore are the ·
ezpreased interest in • revising Chairman of the Graduate
unopposed candidates for Junior
The scores for the six Xavier colleges were ' state ci>lleges, An ~mic Council. He stated that Council, said he hasn't seen any
Class President and Vice- students who participated in the although numerous Catholic he is interested in having "the neceiBity yet of combining the
President. Claire Donlin and John 32nd annual William Lowell universities also competed. Only total univ...ity involved in the
Graduate and Academic Councils.
Polito are running for junior class Putnam math competition last . two of the Catholic institutions, decillion making proce88." He
In response to the claim that there
representatives.
December were obtained recently· Notre Dame and LaSalle, placed would UketoseeAcademicCouncil is a lack of communication
The only contested clau election by the Mathematics Department. ahead of Xavier in the team merged with the Graduate between . the two councils, he
is among sophomores, in which The six participants were Dan competition.
.Council, becaUSe the existence of
(Continued on page 2)
the President-Vice-President ticket Ellerhorst, Ed Gibson, Tom
of Gary Tanksley and Robert
Guah,KmHall,DickPulakam~
-----------------------------------------------------------------·
Robisch is op~aing the ticket of and Larry Rolfes.
Lee Read and Donna Dube. There
The combined scores of Gibson,
are no candidates for sophomore Gush, and Rolfes placed them 61st,
cl~a representatives.
.
as a team, among 313 other
There are five candidates for the colleges, probably Xavier's second
four student positions on the beat performance, according to·
UniversitY Senate. Bill Arnold faculty sponsor Mr. David C:
by NANCY COSGROVE
(Dormitory, Arts and Science), Trunnell. The individual scores of
Dan Rethlake (Dormitory Gibson and Rolfes ranked them
i'the only qualifications for this definitely consider any qualified
·· Action by · the Dean
Business), and L~rry Flick among the top 600 of the several
job are those that are listed, · females along with the othei
of Women, Ms. MarY Lou Gist, namely, a Xavier student, with a
(Commuter Business)· are all thousand competing students.
applicants." Thus far, Wash
an instance of 2.0 average, able to work the hours, indicated that ciertain male
running unopposed for ther
Ordinarily math majora prevented
respective seats. The only compete, ·but the event is open to discrimination against women at etcetera, regardleu ofwhether the applicants seem beat qualifi~,
contested election will be between any undergraduate now in the Xavier last week. The Operations student is male or female."
since they are upperclassmen w~th
Tim James and Dan Moser for the proceBB of receiving his or her Division of the Computer Center
experience as far as computers are
Confusion was compounded . concerned.
Commuter Arts and Sciences seat. degree. Superior students are rescinded a decision to employ
when Wash initially refused to
as
an
operator
on
the
only
a
male
and
a
encouraged
to
compete,
Commuter Council elections
Gist commented that her
comment on the situation. Later,
feature only four candidates for student may only enter the con teat late shift after concerned he spoke to a reporter to explain interest in the situation was "to tee
individuals protested that such a
positions. The candidates are Dan once in each of his four years.
that a qualified female was given
requirement would conflict with his actions. He conceded that he
James, Paul Klingen~erg,
an equal chance for the job." Gist
The competition consists of 12
had
planned
to
advertise
for
a
Leonard Rowekamp, and Diane pf9blems, six ina morning session fair hiring practices.
male student for the job. Because chairs Xavier's Committee on the
and sixinanafternoon seBBion, with
Originally, Mr. Richard E. of the late hours involved and the Status ofWomen, a group with the
June Graduates
each seBBion lasting for three Wash Operations Manager in the heavY physical work the operator responsibility to "aBBist the ·
hours. The first two problema in Comp~ter Center, planned to limit would be required to perform, Universi~ in providing equal
Seniors in the undeqrraduate
each seaaion are qualifying the piaition to "males only." Mr. Wash felt that·a male would be opportuni~ in all areas of
colleges who are planning to · problems, and must be adequately
employment for all qualified
graduate in June, 1972, must . solved if the other problems are to William F. Helmecamp, Director of better suited for the job.
students and to insure a
and
Student
Aid,
Gist
and
~fficiala
from
Xavier's
Placement
. file a fonnal application for a
be graded. The highest poBBible
ot diac'rimination in
prohibition
degree by· Friday, March 24.
score is 120 points, or ten points per stated, "when he(Waah)contacted Affirmative Action Committee employment based on sex.''
he
hadcontactedWaahandindicated
me,
I
asked
him
whether
Students in .the College of
problem. Accounling to Trunnell,
In addition, last Wednesday the
Art8 and Sciences must file the problema cannot be found in wantedamaleorafemalestudent. that they opposed his sex
Ohio
Supreme qourt voted
He
said,
'Male.'
Later
I
advised
specification
regarding
the
job.
application with Mr. Raymond
any textbook. He commented that
J. Fellinger, ReiJjatrar, and
they require knowledge beyond the him to check whether or not he Wash agreed to eliminate the unanimously to overturn Ohio's
protective labor laws which permit
students in the College ofBusi·
claBBroom, as well as some coUld legally advertise the job for "males only" requirement.
employers to limit women from
males."
ness Administration must file
ingenuity and innovative talent.
. Commenting that "the whole late hours and heavy manual
with Dr. J. Kaney Hayes.
.
Trunnell pointed out, however,
When the application thing ~a~. blown
out· of labor. These so-called protective
Students in the College of Arts
that each of this year's team
requirements were posted, no ~roportion, '_Vas~ ~emed tha~ he laws were declared in violation of
and Sciences are asked to call
members did very well, thus
mention of sex was listed. "As far mtends ~ __ d_1~runma~ a~Jamat .. the 1964. Civil Rights Act and can
the Registrar's Office for an
accounting for Xavier's high rank.
as I know", Helmecamp stated, · women. He added that he "will no longer be enforced in Ohio.
appointment. ·
Most of the highest-ranking

F e IteO OfferS PI an, F 0 r
Meraer 0 f Two Cou"n' ··Is

11

Xavier Math Team Ranks
In Top _20% Q~_.Putnam

University. Officials Act ·Promptly
To Block Case Of Disc~imination

a!'
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Task Force. Calls For An
Interim Program Board
by DENNIS KING ·
the
board's
The Task Force on the General . review
Fee early last week submitted a recommendations and . submit
recommendation for alteration in them, with his own, to the Board of
present budgeting methods of Tnistees. Any and all approved
Student Activities to Mr. Roderick Xavier student activities and
C. Shearer, Vice-President for organizations would be eligible to
Student Affairs.
apply for funds.
The proposal initially involved
The initial proposal was later
the creation of a StudentActivitiea divided into separate proposals by
Budgeting Board. Presently, the the Task Force on the General Fee
funds allocated from the General onShearer'srecommendation.The
Fee for student activities are separation was made to ensure
distributed by the Board of that the part of the proposal
Trustees based on the conceming the creation ofspecial
recommendations of the funds for programs could be
University Budgeting Board and submitted and approved by the
the Provost. The Task Force stated deadlme for budget allocation.
in their proposal thatstudentinput
The new proposai calls for
and quality control had been the creation of a Program
negligible under the present Fund Board to serve as an
procedure arid that "student interim committee untll tlie
influence in the actual funding Student Activities Budget
process is essential to insure that· Board is approved and set up.
activities fulfill the purpose for . The proposal requests that 3%
which they were initiated."
of the
General
Fee
The board, if initiated, would (app~oximately $10,000) be
consist
seven by
members:
four
studentsofselected
a majority
vote of the Student Senate, the
Assistant Dean for Co-curricuLar
Activities and Student
Development, an academic
administrator, and a business
advisor appointed by the Provost.
The Student Activities Budget
Board would be responsible to the
Provost for recommednations on
the budget of all student activities.
Under the procedure of the
proposal, the Provost would then

Felten Offers Plan For
Merger Of Councils
(Continued from page I)

replied, "I have been here for 27
years ... and don't know of any
lack of communication." He also
pointed out, as did Hailstones, that
there are several persons who
serve on both councils.
Neither Felten nor Bryant view
the subject as a high priority
matter and were not able to say
when, if ever, any definite change
would come about.

Pre-Law Society
The St. Thomas More PreLaw Society will meet ori Wed·
nesday, March 22, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Cash Room of Logan
Hall. Mr. Jack Grosse, Dean
of the Salmon P. Chase Col·
lege of Law, will speak on
"The Theoretical and-Practical
Aspects of the Law." All are
welcome to attend; refreshments will be served.

initiation of the new committee, .
the present Program Planning
Board would have more time to
deal with the actUal execution ·of
new programs.
The Task Force hopes that the·
proposal for the Program Funding
Board will be approved by May 1 of
this year.
The Task Force has also
inade
a
special
recommendation coiiceming
student involvement in the
area of interc.ollegiate
athletics. The proposal is
currently being studied and
evaluated by the Student
Affairs Office.
The Task Force on the
General Fee will have ita final
meeting this week. Following
the ·meeting, a general
statement outlining all the
uses of the General Fee will be
released.

ACareer of
Rewarding Opportunity
eou._.

c A1k Your Guidtnct
lOr About C...S In Padlltry.
Thll Specllllz.. Field, Dilling
With The M..icll And Surglcll

Tnnntnt Of Foot Dl..,.......,
Needs Mtny Mort Mtn And
Women.
Bt A Doctor Of
Podlltrlc Mtdlclntl

****************
Ohio· And The Na.tion
Needs More Foot Doctors

* * *·* * * * *·* * * * * ***
OHIO PODIATRY ASSOCIATION
2025 RIVERSIDE DR. COLUMBUS, OHIO 43221

appropriated
forallaapproved
special . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
program
fund for
activities and organizations at
Xavier.
Mr.RaymondJ.Guye,Assistant
Dean for Co-Curricular Activities
and Student Development, stated
at a recent meeting of the Task
Force that the initiation of the
Program Fund Board would alter
the structure of the present
university Program Plannirig
Board which, at present, serves the
two-fold purpose of fund allocation
and co-ordination. With the

.

Sports Report
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. is the
time to tune in WVXU-FM's
"SpOOial Sports Report" with
your hosts Joe Collins and
Tom Stevens. You'll hear their
special reports on weekly
sports highlights, along with
major league scores, Xavier
baseball progress reports, and
the latest college basketball
tournament results. During
the program, you are invited
to call our studios (853-3542)
with any sports questions that
you may have. Answering the
phones will be WVXU's Jeannie Palmer. She'll work diligently to see that you receive
an immediate reply over the
air. Don't miss this chance
to hear a sports summary or
to enjoy a friendly talk with
Jeannie. The ''Special Sports
Report" is brought to you by
the.on-campus Voice of Xavier
University, WVXU-FM, 91.7
on your FM dial.

Military Sponsors Film Festival
.

.

-Compliments of a friend

The Xavier Unive.rsity Military Department has scheduled a
film festival for Wednesday, March 22. The films will be shown
·in the University Center. Theatre.
Time

Description
"Old Glory" - a color film on the flag and how
and
it has been an inspiration to the American fight12:07 p.m.
ing man.
11:28 a.m.
"Montagnard" - a black-and-white film on the
role of the mountain tribesmen in the struggle
and
12:35 p.m.
for Vietnam.
11:38 a.m.
"Old Ironsides" - a black-and-white visit to the
U.S.S. Constitution riding at anchor in the Boston
and
12:45 p.m.
Naval Yards. .
"Shipment to Saratoga" - a black-and-white film
11:53 a.m.
showing how foreign aid contributed to the
and
1:00 p.m.
American victory at the Battle of Saratoga.
There is no admission charge; all members of the Xavier com.Pl\llli!x M! igyiJ;~ iq !l!te!lsl: ............ ".............
~
11:00 a.m.
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---·-- . ·---When you know
it's for keeps

·HE HAD THE VISION •••
WE HAVE
THE WAY

'Page 3

Committee Formed To Channel
Suggestions To Recruiting Office
by DAVE STANISLAWSKI

·When the
Paulists were
founded in 1858
by Isaac Hecker, they were the
first religious Community of
priests established in North
America by an American and
for Americans.
Father Hecker, who was a century ahead of his time, wanted
Paulists to be free of compulsory activities so they could be
flexible enough to meet the
needs of the Church in every age
as they arose.
Today's Paulisf can be as in- ·
volved as he wants to be: He is
given the freedom to use his own
talents to do his own thing. He
may be a parish priest, an educator or a press, radio or television personality.
Father Hecker discovered the
value of communications early.
With his monthly publications
and pamphlets, he laid the
foundation for the Paulist/Newman Press, the country's largest
publisher and distributor of
Catholic literature.
· Today, Father Hecker's vision
and foresight have led to the establishment of Paulist radio, tele- .
vision and film centers on a scale
that perhaps, not even he dreamed
of.
·
· But then, he had the vision:
He showed us the way.
· For more information on the
Paulists. write to: Rev. Donald
c. Campbell, Vocation Director,
Room 500.

SOLILOQUY $200

A new committee is presently argument is that if we tried new
being organized to aid the places and even attracted only one :
recruiting office at the request of student, this would pay for the
Dr. Harold L. Bryant, Chairman of expenses incurred on the trip. The
the Faculty Committee, and will problem of the initial outlay still
soon take its place among the remains; however.
multitude of committees already
Another area where funds are
established on campus. The simply not available and, thus, the
purpose of the committee, recruiting staff is left helpless, is
according to Rev. Edward J. black recruiting. As O'Brien put it,
O'Brien, S.J ., Assistant to the "I have a problem - I have to get ·
President and the man directly people who can· pay the freight. If
responsible for recruiting at we don't get them, we go out of
Xavier, is "to channel suggestions business, and, unfortunately and
(in the area of recruiting) to me in all honesty, 99% of the black
(O'Brien) from other parts of the students who have talked to me or
university."
any one of my recruiters have ·
.The new recruitment committee wan ted anything from 50% to all of Rev. Edward J. O'Brien,.S.J.
will be chaired by Rev. Victor B. their way paid!'
Nieporte, S.J., Vice-President for
This theme of getting people, find students who can pay the cost
Administration. The body of the
who
can pay their own way, to of U).eir_ education.
committee will be made up of
The new committee hopes to be
come
to Xavier is the overriding
students approved by the
able to provide a new source for
in
the
principle
for
the
men
University Senate and faculty
recommendations on how to solve
appointed by Bryant and the other recruiting office. O'Brien admits it
some of the problems and
would
be
nice
if
we
were
endowed
members of the Executive
limitations which O'Brien believes
Committee of the Faculty like Regis High School in· New
the recruiting office faces.
but
we
are
not
and
so
must
York,
Committee. O'Brien will sit on the
committee as an ex officio member.
O'Brien feels the committee will
be an excellent help but adds that
"I am not opposed to suggestions
butl am limited by funds." Like all
other parts of the university
(Corzti1iued from page ])
O'Brien was asked to take a cut in
At 1:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
his budget this year and has done should be made available to the
March 22, there will be a "Meet the
so to the tune of 15% of last year's · student body.
budget. In spite of this cutback he
Their platform also calls for Candidates" session in the
feels that "we are doing extremely autonomy within each individual University Center Theatre. The
well as far as the better students." dormitory. Costello acknowledged candidates will be present to
Mr. James F. Kelly, Assistant ·that this process must be explain their views. All students
Director of Admissions, confirmed accompanied by an increased are invited to attend.
this point. He observed that willingness on the part of the
although applications "are dormitory students to accept Gamma Pi Epsilon
.ftall ing about 65 behind. this date responsibility. He and Zeno favor
Gamma Pi Epsilon, the
'last year," the Admissions Office. the establishment of individual
national Jesuit honorary
"has approved as many or more 1 dormitory judicial boards which
society for women, is cur·
that it had at this time last year." would assume and execute
responsibility
for
all
dormitory
rently
considering applicants
He attributed this phenomenon
for induction into the Xavier
. largely to the fact that "applicants disciplinary matter!f. They added
that requests from groups of
chapter.. Members of Gamma
seem to be better."
students with common interests or
Pi Epsilon are · expected to
O'Brien also points to his limited
· activities to occupy wings or floors
have demonstrated both acafunds as the determining factor in
should be given the highest
demic .achievement (accumuthe extent of his recruiting. His priority.
lative average of 3.00 or
recruiting trips are limited
better) and service to the-uniprimarily to the middle west and
Sean Hill, the former Elections
versity community. If you are
the cities covered by the Catholic Chairman, resigned on March 16
a junior, senior, or graduate
College Coordinating Committee under pressure resulting from his
woman (day or evening col·
tours. O'Brien realizes that there running for a senior class office.
lege) 'interested in becoming
are many areas he does not cover He was replaced by Jim Donahue,
a candidate, please contact
but points out that "if I had who allowed Aust and Deer to run
Ms. Mary Lou Gist, Dean of
unlimited funds I would try other against Costello' and Zeno even
Women, in the University
places, but it's expensive." The though their petition was filed
Center for further information.
objection raised against this after the official deadline .

WEDDING RING 75

The diamond engagement
ring you'll treasure forever
' ... a Keepsake, guaranteed,
registered and perfect.

ZeffS

Candidates Announced For
Upcoming Student Elections

ITUDENT C~IIGE
ACCOUNTS INVITED
710 SWIFTON SHOPPING
CENTER, CI"CINNATI, OHIO
731-1800·
WESTERN .HILLS PLAZA

111·1111
8th AND MONMOUTH.
N~RT;KENTUCKY
211·4113

GENEROUS DISCOUNTS TO
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS AND
FACULTV MEMI~fl8

415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y.10019

HARD WORK - OUTSIDE
·Good Working Conditions·
5 Days Per Week
References required
Salary $130.00 per week ·
Please Reply By Mail Only
TO
MR. GREG HAMMER
4734 WHETSEL AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45227
Please give starting date
for your availability.

Truck
Driver
Wanted

...unless you help.
the
............ ·veto
..-

Friendly feelings and the· great taste of
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be.

It's. the real thing.CQke.

~

Bollled under lh_e aulhorily ol

T~e Coca-Cola Company by:/h'ile ~.:£o.!l!.,~~ttling
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••
••• Letters To The Editor
A ·Responsible Livin·g Environment ••••
•:
''There is less respect for others in the staff concerning the extent to ·which these •

Editorial

Life Insurance Support
dormitorieS than there is among the less- regulations are enforcable. Thus, there is a •
educated and less-wealthy in Army barracks." need for a revision of the present policy and for :
The above statement by a Xavier student the establishment of methods whereby the :· · Editor:
partially reflects the situation in the policy attains feasibility and is enforcible.
·: · 1 am writing this letter in response to the article in the
dormitories. As an additional indication of the
Moreover, the number of seniors presently : Xavier New• concemina college •tudenta buying life
situation one has only to be reminded of the residing in the dormitories is nominal. Since ·: in1uronce.
I am the general agent for Fideli~ Union Life Insurance
irresponsibility and. immaturity which seniors are supposedly the most mature and ':
· resulted. in first-semester damage exceeding responsible of the undergraduates, steps : Co. in Cincinnati and Northem Kentucky. But I have
spent the last nine years of my lite working with college
$4000 in the dormitories.
should be taken to attract seniors to liv~ on- : students.
As you know, I was an aaaistant and· head
WhUe recopizing other pOssible campus. One positive step would be to give the. : football coach at X.U. for seven years. Since leaving
methods for remedying this deplorable seniors the option of accepting or rejecting the • Xavier I have worked aelliilg insuran~ to college men and
situation, e.g., the establishment of meal contract with the cafeteria, since many: women. I have sold over one million dollars of insurance
year and have qualified for. an elite group of
autonomous dormitories and privileged seniors move off-campus each year as a result : each
insurance saleemen called '-rile· Million Dollar
on-campus living, we contend· that, if the of their previous experience with the culinary : Roundtable." Therefore I feel I am qualified to sell, service,
present system is to he retained, .several efforts of the cafeteria. The resultant influx of : and defend the rights of young men and women who have
steps should be taken in·order to insure a mature and responsible seniors into the : made the wise decision to start their life insurance as
more responsible living environment. We dormitories as a result of such a program could : young as poaaible.
UI'IJe the administration and .students to. ·do, nothing other than upgrade the living • The worst thing the article said was college students do
consider the followin• proposus:
atmosphere in the dormitories.
: not need insurance unless they are married iuad have
children. But I ask theaequeetiona.Could you convince the
e the revision of the present poHey and
Fmally, during the three years prior to this. : parents of the yolmg lady student who was killed croaaing
the formation of appropriate methods for year every wing in each· hall generally had a· . : Victory Parkway of this? Or even Jim Agnew, the young
enforcin8 the re8ulations .. in the .. member of the residence hall staff residing : football player who was in the auto accident? Or, how
about the footbilll players on· the Manhall and Wichita
. dormitonea;
there. 'Ibis year there is usually only one : ·football
teams? And, even wone, the 188 young men ldlled
e the development of a constructive ad~iorresidingon~chfloor.Amembero~the in Vielnam
who my company had insunid? Some of these
program for luria8 aeniora back to the l'e&ldence hallstaff 1s n~ed on every WIJ!I• • young men weredraftalduring th~1enioryearorearlier.
CBJDpus· aad
·
not only eo that there ·1s someone r~adUr : The truth i1, anyone who reallycareeaind wants to know
., 'J. " · ··
•· •
available. to enfore the .dormitory policy if • will find thatlifeinauranceia baaed upon age. The younger
•. the establis~ent of the posation of necessary, but also, and more importantly, so : you get it, the cheaper the premium. _In fact, persona
reaidencehallasa.-tantaoneverywingof that there ie someone who can obtain and : between the agee of 15 and 24 constitute one of the moat
each hall.
. develop a feeling of mutual respect among the : responsible segments of the population, buying32'J(, of all
First· of all, not too many people would residents. Since the dormitories are generally : policies issued in the moat recenheported year.
this article can tell the college student that he or
contend that the present dormitory policy is not f'dled to capacity (87% this semester), could . : abeUnless
will not meet with an ultimely death oraccidentoreven
enforced each time an infraction occurs. If the not the role ofresidenc" hall assistants bef'uled · : sickness, how can they say: "Don'~ Buyr•
policy was established so as not to be enforced, by willing and capable upperclassmen, who :
As Jim Agnew said, "I would advise all student to have
then there could just as well be no policy at all. generally live off-campus now, in return for : both lite and health insurance." And he knows· from
If particular items in the policy are no longer free room without endangering the financial • experience.
: · Look around over the Easter break and I think you will
applicable to the present situation, then they status of the donnitories?
should beeithereliminatedorrevised.lneither
·
• find that people of all agee need life insurance. I work with .
-· The lcomple:s: directors, Terry Koller -:·
.
·
case, there appears to be a lack of an and Regina Foley, both agree that these • young people and I have never found a generation gap in
authoritative source of up-tD-date dormitDry are constructive steps for improving the : life insurance.
lrv Etler
policy which was meant to be enforced.
Hving conditions in the dormitories. The :
Some other problems associated with the questionwhichremainsiswhetherornot :
enforcement of these regulations can be traced something will be done . by the :·.
Open Letter To Seniors
not only to the lack of a member of the . administration and students to upgrade :
residence hall staff on every wing but also to the dormitory environment.
:
an uncertain concept among thereside~ce_hall
-TJG • Seniors:

!

••• ••• •• • •••aJ
•• •• • •.• • •••
recent meeting between the Senior Claaa Officers
· • • • • • • • • • • • • • e• • • •·• • • • • • • • • e• • • ·• •• •• • • e• • • • •• • • •• • •. • ::: andAtaanumber
ofrandomly chosen meinbera of the senior

Ed I tOri

•

An Election, Commentary
The formulation and implementation of
election procedures by members of this year's
Student Government provide an amusing
litany of helpless indecisions and interesting
contradictions. To cite the more humorous
occurrences, I present for the university's
·
preview the following:
Mr. Sean Hill as Elections Chainnan of
Student Government is constitutionally
ineligible to file for a Student Government
office. Realizing, however, that no other
candidate had filed for the office ofPresident of
next year's senior class and believing that
Hill's filing for office represented only a
technical and not constitutional repudiation of
previous Student Goven:unent procedure, the
Student Senate beneficiently consented last
Wednesday, March 15, to allow Hill to seek
office.
Unfortunately for the Crowely-Anderson
administration, a number of late f'llings for
various offices were received on Thursday,.
March 16 (the deadline for submitting election
petitions having been Wednesday, March 15).
Hill, who would have been responsible for the
decision whether or not to recognize such late
petitions, realized the conflict of interest once
he ascertained that two ofthe late filings were
submit~d for the office of Senior Class
President. Realizing the dilemma, Hill
resigned - leaving Student Government
without an Elections Chainnan a week before
the scheduled elections.
To complicate matters, the Crowley. ... .-. . .......
~

.

'

Anderson

administration decided to
seek an Elections Chairman.
Although the Elections Chairman appointed
by Crowley-and Anderson took office this past
weekend, it has been learned that a certain Mr.
?, most probably not the new Elections
Chairman, has decided to accept petitions for
office until midnight Wednesday, March 22a contradiction by the very fact that the
previously-determined deadline,· formulated
when Hill was still constitutionally the
Elections Chainnan, had been the previous
Wednesday, March 15.·
This. being the case, all candidates should
have been informed of these new guidelines, but
most of the candidates were not informed of
this new decision since the present
ad ministration is trying, most
understandably, to keep the whole affair low
key.. To top off this election madness, one
should realize that both the candidates and
student body in general will only be informed
· fior
. t f th
as to the comp1ete 1IS
o
ose runnmg
office by the ballot itself since campaigning by
all last-minute candidates for all practical
purposes is eliminated.
If one wonders, however, why this
complete bedlam came about, one need go
li*tle farther than the statement of one
Student Government officer who
remarked that the purpose of a deadline
is to ascertain who might be interested in
running for Student Government.
immedia~ly

claaa, it was decided that a senior gift will be given again
this year, but will not be similar to past gifts.
Traditionally, the senior class baa given Xavier a gift of
sizable expense, and, as in the past, the class of '72 was
presented with several gift suggestions which the alumni
dilector deems both advantageous to Xavier and within
our pric~ rarige.
Someofthesuggestionsweretoelevatethetransmitting
tower ofWVXU, to install floodlights outside Hinkle Hall,
to refurbish donnitory study rooms, and to. repair the
Xavier chimes.
In representiDg the entire class, those at the meeting
agreed thattheneedsofXavierreach far beyond the scope
of those suggested gifts. A scant $3000, or whatever we
could donate, would therefore be offar.more value if used
by a community organization which has more immediate
needs than chimes. Seniors generally want the gift to be
something which could- possibly offer aid to one of us
sometime in the future. Consequently, the gift would not be
: merelyagiftforgift'saake,butwouldgivesomeoneinneed
: a large return on our investment.
: · Suggestions from seniors vary somewhat, but the Free
: Clinic seems to head the list so far. Today (Wednesday,
March 22) and tomorrow (Thursday, March 23), across
: from the grill, a ballot of numerous choices will be offered
: to seniors to detennine therecipientofthegift.Seniora will
: then be contacted by members of the gift committee who
• will accept the gift pledges.
: Wethinkthiagiftwillbothbenefitaneedyrecipientand
:· enhance Xavier's communi~ relations.
John P. Slattery
:•
Chainnan, Senior Gift

:
•

•

=••••• •••••••••••• •••••••• •••••••••••·

:
:
:
:
•
: The Xavier News endorses the ticket of Dan·
• Costello and Tom Zeno for the office of
: President and Vice-President of · Student
: Government.
-MJM •

An Endorsement

/
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As ordinary and routine as cultural patterns. Apparently ~itively p~ced ·as
man's social behaviorcim be, man without the ~d~Jiong intluence of among other races.
.
.
must first, peychologiata say, their own neighborhoods, many " Nor is the breakdown in aocial
actually learn how to behave.. In children fail to develop a · behavior restricted to children. For
fact, if it were not for the guiding fundamental consciousness of many indiscriminately bring their
influence of a culture a race. Having failed in this area, ·new schoolmates home; and as
community, or a family, 'the · ~e ch~d contiJ;lu!!8 to b~ do"?' solidly es~blished aa moat
developing child might not even m aocial awareness until he IB parents are in practicee of their
·J~how~behaveproperlyinhis !'«»~ .ineJ?t in apo~ rae~ aoclety,veryfewadultaareableto
BOClety.
·
infenonty, m develoPIDI{ hostile disrupt the unprecedented, but
_Theneceaaityofproperguidance reflexes, and in· expressing pleasant sight of children of
is sorely substantiated bythefl88CO hysterical indignance.
differentraceapeacefullyatudying
of bUBSing achool children for the· . ·Moat· reports of social or playing baseball with one
achievement of racial equality. breakdown, how~er, are slowly another. By exploitiiiir- the
. Preliminary reports show that the forthcoming since -.,iu:ents fear sentimental response of parents,
proper aoclal behaviorofniilliona such evidence . ia self- the trend in eocial bleakdo'wn ia
o!. ·children, when once · taken incriminating. Many parerita feel gradUally. extended to all of
ou11ide the providence of their · the rest of the countly will only society.
.. _
.
. ....
families and . neighborhoods, blame them for the deviant ~. UDieu the pattemcui 801Jl8how.
completely breaks down.
behavior of their children. be revened, perhaps by an Act of·
A majority of housewives are . Parents, therefore,' are quick to. Congreaa, or by the intereeuion of
now revealing how their childlen, point out that they are working. the Pneident, we may all be-forced
after being buaaed to different· against an impoaaible ayatan, a ton-learn themoatroutineonlerof
.ach~l~. fall to respond_ to basic atyatem in which th~children are . aocia1 beba~r. ..

Forum

Kevi.n Conzelln

~evi~ Misjudges.lnte~tion.s.

... Europe, South Arne~•. Alia, A~la. u.s~
,Openings In all fields-.. Social Sc...,_,

a...a.,...i

of Shakespeare; Chaucer did
hesitate to borrow largely from the
Italiana and ancient writers. This
modern striving for continual
·novelty has nothing to do with art.
Art is neither the new nor the
shocking; it ia the beautiful, and
beauty, despite current American
opinion, improves with use.
Kerwin, however, wrongly
concludes that the movie is a
eulogy for the American Westem,
with Sam the Lion 88 the
archetypal Cowboy Hero. This is
too narrow a view of the film. The
Western itself is only used here as
them is any significance to ita a symbol of 80metbing. broader,
vulgarity. Coarse, sexual humor the whole of America's romantic
need not be an end in itself.
idealism. Sam, his BOD the idiot
Kerwin proceeds to the boy, and the Pi~ Show (which
characterization, which he is a central symbol, as Kerwin
complains is one-dimensional. The rightly notes) ''represent" this.
implication seems to be that these The death of Saui and the closing
are artificial symbols rather than of the Picture Show with a John
men and women. Howe~er, insofar Wayne Westem symbolize the.end
as a character is defined by certain of that· romantic idealism's
broad personality traits which viability as a way of life. This is
tend to remain unchanged, he may retlected both in the very lives of
represent a set of values or a way of the people themselves and in the
life; in this way, while the main cinematic technique; the contrast
characters in The Last Picture betWeen old fashi9ned Westem
Show have a significance beyond film "cliches" and the unheroic
themselves, none ,of ·them are eqtptiness of their lives is striking.
sterf,lotypes with a little flesh to
Sam is the key figure; he is the
' cover the symbolism. That vital force of that· old romantic
characters have thematic idealism. Kerwin notes · the
importance does not deny their "Superior values implied as
individuality.
existing in the character of Sam
Turning, finally, to the problem the Lion." (sic) However, he miases
uf theme and its relationship to the , the point when he· calls him the
action, Kerwin rightly says: "For "archetypal Westem Hero." Sam
if this film can be interpreted as a is not a Westem hero in the
devastating analysis of futility hollywood tradition; his reactions
and entrapment in a small town, are not simply "visceral." When he
all the previous inanities of plot, is angered by the boys' treatment
script, and characterization can be of his son, he does not get violen*;
accepted as justifiable he does not even shout. He just
reinforcements of the basic tells them to stay off his property,
theme.;' Unfortunately ~is without attaching any vulgar
interpretation of the theme gets · threats.
bogged down in cinematic
The scene at the lake, in which
· technique.
Sam reveals himself to us, is.
He points to the "imitative brushed off in Kerwin's review
directorial tricks" and "cinematic · with the rhetorical question: "Does
cliches". Indeed, his discussion of the difference between hope and
The Last Picture Show as a despair consist of committing
Westem is enlightening on where, adultery sensitively rather than
frOm whom, and how much insensitively, in swimming nude
Bogdanovitch has borrowed. This in a lake as opposed to swimming
is not, however, grounds for nude in an indoor pool?'' The
critical disapprobation; the answer is yes, with the addition
critical question is not whether that it a~ the difference between sex
this is new, but whether it is good. for a cheap thrill and committing
"True wit is Nature to advantage adultery out of love. The · thole
dressed;/What oft was thought, scene at the indoorswiinming pool
but ne'er so well expressed." It. is somehow tawdry. Lester is a
would be difficult to find an drunken fool; there is no real
original main plot in the tragedies
(Continuc•d oil pa#r' ())

When mViewing a movie there
Kerwin begins by attacking the
are
two
major
criteria
to
be
plot
88 "episodic," the script as
ISclenc11, Engineering,· ·Education, · etc. Alaska
evaluated: the aucceaa or failure of "unimaginative," and the humor
construction and pipeline work. Earnings 'o $500.
the dramatic action in itself and 88 "vulgar." Admittedly, the
·weekly: Summer or permanent Paid expen...._·
theme. In serious movies of recent movie ia spread over more than a
bonu181, travel. Complete current Information ·-·
years the theme has come to have· year, but the AriStotelian dictum
only· $3.00. Money back guarantee. Apply ~
increasing importance, so that the on unity of time has never been
other aspects of a film cannot be worth much in the cinema
for belt opportunltlll - write nowlll · ·
.
properly criticized without · a anyway. If the. episodes are
copaideration . of their .,tltematic.• l thematically unified, then there is
loternatlonal EmPlQ~t
relationship. In his revieW Or The·~ no true 4iifficulty. As for the script,
· - · Box 721-XIW:' . •· · .
Last Picture ~how Bill Kerwin thedialogueianaturalandaimple;
PeabOdy, Muuchulettia 01880
auft'ered from· misjudging ·the ifit seems unimaginative, perhape
· (Not. an, employment agency) ..
intentione of Botidanovitch, and that suggests ll!lme~g about
this of
to his
a great
atent distorts the America.
The
humor ia certainly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..__ _..;..,,., rest
review.
vulgar, but
Kerwin might ask if
'

When do. you .drink maltliqtior anyway?
Anytime you feel like it. That is, if il~'s BUDWEISER Malt Liquor. .
BUDWEISER Malt Liquor is the fint IOOIJI·malt, malt liquor around (no other
grains added). It's the fint malt liquor that really is •.• malt liquor.

The first malt I" ·.· . . ,.
.,._J
•quor
gVuu enough to be

called BUDWEISER-;..

--'1..-
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Theology Anyone?
isatthepresenttimequite
a large volume of hot air being
dispelled around the school
regarding that old bugaboo of
Catholic universities: the
Theology and Philosophy
requirements.
Like the Kentucky Derby every
spring, the familiar movement
seems to peak every year at
roughly the same time. The pattern
··is as well-set as a Shakespearian
tragedy. Act I: the acute ennui
descends as early as October when
students become "fed up" with
their present Theology and
Philosophy courses. This proceeds
(Act II) to impromptu meetings in
November and December to share
common grievances and discuss
strategy. Somewhat of an acme
(Act III) is reached in January and
February when petitions are
circulated, position papers are
formulated, acrid letters are
written to the editor, and everyone
in general· commences clapping
their hands and stomping their
feet.
Act IV begins the anti-climactic
ritualinMarchwhen,again-just
like Swiss clockwork, the perennial
black "demands" and the annual
announcement of a tuition
increase commandeer the cenj;er
stage. The denouement (Act VHs
finally realized in April and May
when the heated question of just
two months before has been
forgotten as easily as the name of
last year's head football coach.
The cycle is then held in abeyance
until the following September,
when it will be rolled out again
(Epilogue).
It was argued very strenuously
in this publication some weeks ago
that Xavier's R.O.T.C. program
should not be sustained merely
because a number . of students
"want it." The same arguments
could be employed in this
situation. The Philosophy·
Theologyrequirements(atpresent,
15 and 12 hours, respectively)
should not be put to the sword- to
any degree ..:.... merely because some
students "want it."

Tide Is $4.50 advance,. $5.00 door.
Now on ,s11le: Community Tidet
Office, Xavier' University Student
Union, The Forrest, The Golde~rod .in
Dayton.

Itwouldseemludicroustomefor men and women an
Xavier to exist as a Catholic achievement I advocate pursuing
university without some required robustly. For the more truly
instruction of Theology courses. I
Christian people there are,·the less
could foresee the feasibility of wars and other little nasties there
dropping almost any other core will be.
.------------.,..
requirement, e.g., the dreaded six
That, alas, is tlie cosmology of
WILLIS SIMMONS
hours of Math. ButiftheTheology this year's edition of the
TYPING SERVICE
requirements were dropped, there Philosophy·Theol'?~Y .f~a~~.,. Like 2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155
Typing Student Papers,
. would be nothing fundamentally theshootout.at~th~,~-i~·~l,the
Author MS.
separting this school from say. two sides are squ'ar~g :C?ffl 0~ the '
Call By Appointment Only.
Ohio State, except for a one fence arE!;· rijaponsible
tremendous difference in tuition concerned students,' faculty, :and .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
rates. The furthering of the sundry others who wish tO uplift
Christian faith, through specified and improve the two departments.
courses and other related On the other fence are the psuedo·
activities, is a major goal of any simplifiers who, with a sheaf of .
Catholic school and I am all forthe petitions as their evidence, desire
strict maintaining of that to nix the entire thing altogether..
principle.
Like irate Kindergarten pupils,
This is not to say I disagree with· who throw a fit when they are
the reasons behind this Ia test refused an exteasion of their cookie
sunburst of student-activist zeal. break, these "refquners'' respond
The mandatory Theology courses with "negative waves" ·, imd. ,
are often wholly uninteresting- threaten to "tear X.U. down" if
which is as charitable as I can get. their requests are not satisfactorily
. So, too, with the lion's share of the ameliorated.
.
Philosophy classes where one;sits .,;: ;. Thu~ •. the students of Xav.:ier
and/or sleeps for an entire·'. 'liavetwo solution to this problem.
semester listening to some They can .either squat in the fever
transcendental dronings from swamps ·of obstinancy. and
someone you are quite sure is "dein~nd" until their tongues
mentally unbalanced.
atrophyortheycanchoosetheway
But this is the very set of of modera.tion and. common sense
arguments to be used in favor of - and then perhaps they might
improving these courses; of just accomplish something.
working to shift their oftefl
ironclad emphasis from quantity
. (of words) to quality. And, indeed,
that is the main problem that is
gluing up the works, i.e., the
quality of the instruction, not the
content. This problem is especially
severe in the crowded required
courses where such subjective
emphasis is needed infmitely more
than in a smaller elective course.
To me, the ·ideal goal of any
collegiate Theoiogy or Phiiosophy
course, whether it be survey or
advanced, is to expound on the
query: How should a man live his
life?- and then proceed to tell us
WHY! If this admittedly elusive
· objective. ·jCOJJld be realized, the
Theology Department would be
solely responsible for a substantial
increaseinthevolumeofChristian
BE AS CHOOSEY ABOUT DIAMONDS

Denning'• Tax .Service
Student Returns Only
· $5 per retum
• Contact: David A. Denning
304 Husman Hall, X.U.

· or call531-9531
to.r .., appointment .
TROUBLE WRITING?

Exercise program lead by
professional writers can
help you.
Call 721-8198.

AS YOU WERE ABOUT MEN

Misjuding The Intentions
....... ··

(Continued from page ijJ

affection between him and the girl. surviving product ofaam'slife, ·a
In fact, there is a difference boy who !JWeeps the road during
between a lake arid an indoor dust storms. This .ia the end of
swimming pool; it is the real as American romanticism, a mute
OPJlOI:Ied to the artificial.
idiot, friendly but helpless, lioon
That Sam lo·1ed the woman with run down by a cattle truck, the
wliom he swam and she him is ultimate mechanization · of · the
clear; they never afterwards American West.
describe each other in sexual
Thus, T,;Lost Picture Show is
terms, as the teenagers do. They not a eulogy for the Hollywood
talk of each other in terms of a Western; its scope is broader than
wild, uncontrollable passion for that. I~ ia not .eulogy, but elegy,
life. Perhaps this is the distinction
with the true elegiac sense that lif
between the sexual and the · bith laem?; a year ·after his
sensual.
graduation Sonny is forgotten at
. hi h
h 1 d hi fri d
h ts
g . sc 00 an
s
en
Finally, in assessing the theme, Duane has left for Korea; nor iB'it
the figure of the idiot boy must be elegy for.the American West, but
..

~ons~~~re~:· \ ~e )~ . .the
~,(

·.'~ r.o~ .~~?~~:'' .····· ....

sole ..•.

r

You didn't pick the first guy. So don't pick the
first diamond you see. We have a· grand,
. diversified selection of diamond rings. All
shapes, all sizes, many di.fferent desips. So take ·
your time before you make your choice.
And find a diamond as marvelonus as your man.
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Contact·.
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Xavier students should consider · The possible · compatibility
viewing the program "The Shafer between religion and the occult
Report: -What to do about should serve as an interesting
Marihuana," scheduled for topic of disCU88ion when Xavier
. presentation tonight, Wednesday, University presents Fr. Richard
March 22, on WCET · Channel 48 Woods of Loyola University in the
at 9:00 p.m. The program will University Center '111eatre ori
consist of a live, J)Btional pre88 Sunday, March 26, at 1:00 p.m.
conference with members of the Woods will present a multi-media
national committee constituted to program on the occult and new
study marihuana and drug abuse.. witchcraft and their relations to
The Shafer Commi88ion, headed . Catholic tradition. Students
by former Pennsylvania Govemor planning to attend this lecture
conducted might consult the March 11 issue
Raymond Shafer,
one of the most comprehensive of America for an interesting
studies of marihuana ever article on reli;ion and the occult
undertaken in the United States. which should serve as valuable
The commi88ion will already have background information for
sub~tted the results of its year- Woods' presentation.
loitg study to President Nixon and
Woods is presently working on
Congrese earlier in the aftemoon. his doctoral thesis on the
Following their appearance in Philosophy of religion at Loyola
Washington, Shafer, Vice- University of Chicago. He has
Chairman Dr. Dana L. writtentwobookstodate:Medium
Farnsworth,
and other Maze and The Occult Revolution
commi88ion members will fly to and has also taqht the past two
Syracuse, New York, where the years at Loyola. Woods is
program will originate from public scheduled to make two other
appearances in the Cincinnati
television station WCNY-TV.
area this weekend: Friday night at
oio
• ·
Thomas More College and
Saturday night at Edgecliff
Should Xavier go all women?
College.

baa

·* • • • • • • •

••• •••••••

• • • • • • • • •• •

Junior Clau officer& have
announced that this year's Junior
Prom will be held at Brookwood
Country Club in Fort Mitchell,
Kentucky, .on Friday, March 24.
The prom will be a semi-formal
affair with prom bids . priced at
seven dollars per couple. Music will
be provided by Kaliope, and ice
and mix will be purchasable at the
prom for a ~ fee. Tickets for the
prom are now on sale across from
the grilL

••••• •••••

.

John Merrill of the United Farm
Workers and Dan ·Bromley of
Peacemakers will be in the
Kuhlman sixth-floor lounge on
Wednesday, March 22, at 9:30 p.m.
They will present a program
entitled ''The Automated Air
War",acommentaryontheairwar
over Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia produced by the.
National Action/Research on the
· Military-Industrial Complex
(NARMIC). Following this·
presentation, there will be an
inquiry and disCU88ion on · the
possibilities of . a non-violent
national.defense.

••••• • • • • • •

Mr. Jesse M. Cohen of the
Environmental Protection Agency
will speak on The Control of
EnvironmenttJl Hazara. '111e talk
will be given today, Wednesday,
March 22, at 1:30 p.m. in Room 106
of Albers HalL TheAlchemysts am
sponsoringtheprogramwhichwill"
be directed to the layman as Well
as the scientist.

..............

Two shows of ititerest have been
scheduled by WCET-TV 48. The
first, on March 30, entitled "Jesus:
-A])assionPlay for Americans"- a
television adaptation of a 1969
stage production. The program is a
contemporary interpretation of the
life and death of Jesus Christ, set
-in an abandoned Boston
warehouse. The biblieal text is
accompanied by. modem blues. . ·
· WCET's second feature, ''The
Media", consists of a review by
noted journalists of the activities
of those so-called political
analyzers who report priinary
election results on radio, television
and in print. The program is
scheduled for March 29 and the
time can be found in the weekly TV
listings.

••••••• •••

For those who may understand it
should be realized that Jethro is
temporarily alone in the
fieldhouse .

•••••••••••

The _Associati~n for Computing
MachiDery wall conduct a
membership meeting for 1972-73
Thunday,March23,at8:00p.m.in
the Hearth Room. Among the
itans of business are included
officer
nominations,
announcement of· election
procedures, plus .a film entitled ·
''The Information Explosion". For
further information contact Dr.
Delaney or Marcia Ruwe in Hinkle
Hall (853-3686).

••••••• • ••

The Carpenters, now one of the
nation's top singing groupe, oomf
to Cincinnati's Music Hall on
Sunday, April 16, for a. single
perf~rmance at 8:00p.m. Tickets to
the concert are priced at $6.50,
$5.50, and $4.50 with all seats
reserved. Tickets are now
available by mail order through
Community Ticket Office, 29 W.
4th StreetCincinnati, Ohio 45202.
Patrons ordering by mail should
enclose a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.

••• •••••••
StudentS currently receiVing
an Ohio Instructional Grant
are urged to apply as soon as
po88ible for a renewal of this
grant for the 1972-197.3 academic year. The. fund for these
grants is limited and priority.
is iiven to incoming freshmen
and early applicants. The next
deadline · for fding with · the ·
Board of Regents is April 1.
The. next deadline thereafter is
Auiust 11, but state funds for
the Instructional Grants may
be exhausted by. that time.

•.

.... ...
~

~

The Xavier University
Philosophy Club will diScuss
the contemplative philosophy
of Thomas-Merton on Sunday
evening, March 26, from 7:00
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the Hearth
Room of the University Center. Discussion will center
around Merton's last book
Contemplation in a World of
Action. Everyone is invited
to attend. For further information, contact Gregory
Boehm (891~859).
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The Xavier News will run
Classified ads at a cost of 10¢ per
word with a minimum charge of
$1.50. All ads must be typed and
presented, with payment, at the
News Office in the University
Center. The Xavier News reserves
·
the right to refuse any ad.
WANTED - Business majors,
who like to work and receive a .
·feeling of accomplishment, to join
· .Delta Sigma Pi today by
contacting Mike Ward in 327
Brockman (531-0595).

.

......................
••••••••••••••••••••••••
TUT R tor CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS
needawolk.
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Swimmers, Led By Keating
Place 26th in The Nation
.

.

Xavier's women's swimming
team entered four girls in the third
Women's National Intercollegiate
Swimming and
Diving
Championships (the female
equivalent of the NCAA
championships) at the University
of Cincinnati on March 16,17, and
18.
Senior Kathy Keating, who
swims with the Cincinnati
Marlins, placed fifth nationally in
the 50-yard breaststroke and sixth
in the 100-yard breaststroke with
times of 33.1 · and 1:13.2,
respectinly. Keating qualifi~ for

the final heat in the 50-yard
breaststroke by placing second in
the preliminary with a time of
33.052. After an initi-al
disqualification of one of the
othersswimmersatthestartofthe
final, the contestants had to ready
. themselves a second time. At the
midway point the race was still
close with Keating trailing the
leaderbyaslightdistance,butina
50-yard event there 1·s not much
timetoovercometheslightestlead.
Although she exerted a great effort
in the home stretch, she was
unable to close the gap and
.

finished with prominent fifth.
place honors.
Another Xavier Marlin,
sophomore Kathy Lukens, swam
in the 50 and 100-yard freestyle.
Although she was seeded with the
slowest time in the 50-yard
freestyle, she finished ahead of at
Jeast20ofthe67competitorsinthe
event.
a medley
1Xavier
te also·th·entered
f h
c· d
res man m Y
re ay am Wl
Brown swimming . backstroke,
b
tatr k
L k
K ti
ea ng
reas 0 e,
u ens
butterfly, and sopho~ore. Mary
Nurre freestyle. The1r trme of

• T eam H an db a 0 Iymp iC
11
Exhl.hl•t Comes To XU
·

.

.

by MIKE WARD
Olympic team handball will withthehands thoughanypartof
make ita premiere perfonnance in the body above the knees can be
Cincinnati at the Xavier used; With regards to moving the.
fieldhouse on Wednesday, March ball, a player can dribble and pass
22, at 8:00 p.m. There will be a to another player, though the ball
demonstration of the game before cannot be out of motion for more
the contest between the West than three seconds.
German and the United States
Olympic teams. A nominal
The game is played on a court
donation of 50t (with the approximately 130feetlongand65
presentation ofa Xavier ID card) is feet wide. A ball slightly smaller
required. The donation will be used than • soccer ball is used. As in
to help fmance the United States hockey, body checking is allowed
team's trip to the Summer Munich and used to the fullest. The game
Olympics.
itself is made up of two 30-minute
Team handball bears a close halves in which no timeout& are
·
resemblance to soccer and is allowed.
played with 14 players. The prime
objective of the game is for each
Termed the fastest growing ·
team to ecore in the opposing sport in the nation, this year the
team's pi while prptecting their United States will enter it's fmit
own goal. The ball is hit mainly team in Olympic competition.

Basketball Season Closes
On A Winning Note, 68-67
by RICK SADOWSKI
Jerry Helmers closed out his work of Gary Stewart and Gary
college basketball career in style Lawrence. A Lawrence basket
on Monday night, March 6, when with 4:16left to play tied the game
his free throw with one second left at 57-57, and thesrorewastiedfive
in the game enabled the Xavier more times after that before
Musketeers to defeat Canisius, 68- Canisius' Mike MacAluso was
67. The triumph was number 12oil called for fouling the driving
the season -the most victories for Helmers at the end of the game -a
a Muskie basketball team since the very controversial call which set
1966-67 season. And Helmers, the the stage for the winning charity
Hamilton, Ohio native, woupd up shot.
Bob Fullarton, who hit an
with 13 points for the game and
outstanding 65% of his shots from
1276 points for his career, making
the field this season, led Xavier
him the third-highest BCOrer in
Xavier history behind Steve with 17 points, the same number
garnered · by Lawrence and
Thomas and Bob Quick.
Stewart.
·
The game itself was close all the
way. The Golden Griffins, who ·
came into the contest with a 15-10
season · record, did not look
anythmg like the club' which had
previously beaten such teams as
St. Bonaventure and Niagara.
-.- Both teams traded leads
throughout the first half, with
Xavier taking a lead of 29-25 at the
buzzer.
The MU&kies were in front the
whole second half but the visitors
stayed close, mostly on the inside

2:12.6 placed them ahead of four
?ther~msinthe200:yard. relay,
mcludmg the Umvers1ty of

cincinnati.
Considering the competition,
Xavier
fmished
in good
standing.As ofSaturday morning;
·when they swam their last eveni.
the team was in 18th place. This
position dropped after the finals
Saturday night, but Xavier still
finished 26th out of the 87 schools
represented. West Chester State
College won themeetwithArizona
State and the Universiw of
Cincinnati taking second-place
and third-place honors,
respectively.

Kathy Keatlna reviews the competition for the GO-yard
breaat.troke.
·

FINAL XAVIER VARSITY BASKETBALL STATISTICS
PLAYER

Fullarton........
Helmers ......... .
Alt ....................

Warren ....•.•.....
BlDe1ar...........

Deardorff.......
Eck-...................
Bl0880m ..........

wou. ...............

Franklin .........
Petroski .........
Skaleald .........
Mataen ............
TOTALS ......

Opposition.

G GS FGA FGM ~'Rt FTA FTM Ffllb REB AVG AST PI'S AVG
26 25 229 149 .651 122
87 .713 208
8.0
23 . 385 14.8
25 24 245 119 .486 142 111 .782 122
4.9
39 34~ 14.0
26 216 248 t09 .440
48
40· · .s3:r
79 . 3.o
52 . 258
9.9
26 216 234
95 .406
86
59 .•686 283 10.9
19 249
9.6
26 14 187
87 .465
84
51 .607
87
3.3
52 225
8.7
25
5
84
32 .381
36
20 .556
28
1.1
27
84
3.4
25
1
53
31 .585
' 19
15 .789
31
1.2 .
6
77
3.1
22
1
27
20 .741
31
22 .700
38
1.7
10
62
2.8
17
0
23
16 .695
18
12 .667
28 1.6
21
44
2.6
22
6
49
20 .408
32
13 .406
22
1.0
22
53
2.4
6
3
10
5 .500
3
2 .667
4
0.6
7
12
2.0
4
0
5
2 .400
3
0 .000
,3
0.8
0
4
1.0
3
0
1
0.000
0
0.000
1.0.3
0
0
0.0
26 - 1403 686 .489 629 . 433 .688 1074 41.3 262 1805 69.4
26 - 1670 741 .443 548 360 .657 959 36;9
1842 70.8

-----------------------

.SENIORS VARSITY CAREER. STATISTICS
Helmers ..........
Alt ....................
Binqar...........
Blo11110m .........~

G GS FGA FGM FG% Fl'A FTM Ffllb REB AVG AST PI'S AVG
f11 1276 17.0
75 74 932 470 .504 434 335 .772 459 . 6.1
76 71 859 413 ~481 1216 106 .841 192
2.5 108 933 12.3
71 42 591 275 .465 236 155 .656 291
9.9.
4.0 100 705
70 15 160
98 .613
120
77 .642 202
2.9
31 273
3.9

During their three-year varsity careers, the Xavier varsity compiled a won-lost record of 26-51,
for a .338 percentage.

-
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Cherry Resigns

Post Of SID
. After 14 years of informing the
press, Mr. John B. Cherry, Sports
Information Director, has
resigned his post here at Xavier in
order to accept a position as
Associate Sports Information
Director at Louisiana State
University in Baton Rouge.
Cherry has been ·the Sports
Information . Director at Xavier
since September of 1958. He has
also worked as part of the press in
charge of covering the NatiQnal
Collegiate Athletic Association
tournaments for the past seven
years.
...
A replacement has not 'bern
named.
\
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